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Toyota drivers love to embrace new things and find new adventures. They just can’t 

sit still. And proper vehicle maintenance is key to helping keep your Toyota safe, 

dependable and ready to explore. That’s why we include a no cost maintenance 

plan with the purchase or lease of every new Toyota for two years or 25,000 miles, 

whichever comes first. 24-hour roadside assistance is also included for two years 

and unlimited miles. For all the details and exclusions, please call, visit online or 

stop by your local Toyota dealer today. Valid only in the continental U.S. and Alaska. 

Let’s drive with confidence. Welcome to the ToyotaCare advantage.

Let’s go places.
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See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.

Trail Premium shown in Barcelona Red Metallic with available rigid running boards.
Do not overload your vehicle. See Owner’s Manual for weight limits and restrictions. 

The best adventures in life 
aren’t found on a map.
You’ve got to earn the right to call yourself an off-road icon. The 2016 Toyota 4Runner brings over three decades of proven 
capability to your next adventure, so it has the stuff you can depend on to help you escape the city — and get back if you 
so desire. A powerful V6 and reinforced body-on-frame construction give the strength you need to tackle the challenges 
found in the wild, and aggressive styling helps earn the respect of whatever you find out there, too. And with its spacious 
interior and available Entune™ Premium Audio with Integrated Navigation1 and App Suite,2 4Runner helps make roughing it a 
little less rough. It’s time to start making the next great campfire story. Let’s go places. 

“4Runner is all packed up; 
we’ve got our coffee and 
our adventure planned out. 
Let’s do this.”
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Capability

4Runner incorporates rugged body-on-frame construction and is equipped with skid plates to help protect the  
engine, front suspension and fuel tank (and the transfer case on 4x4 models). Featuring independent double-
wishbone front/4-link and coil-spring rear suspension, 4Runner’s chassis is a time-tested combination that’s  
tough enough for the trail, smooth enough for the city.

The last of its kind. True to heritage 
body-on-frame construction.

APPROACH WITH CONFIDENCE 

4Runner encourages you to take on the toughest trails. Up to 9.6 
inches of ground clearance, an approach angle of 33 degrees and 
a departure angle of 26 degrees on 4Runner Trail help keep the 
adventure going.

LEVER-TYPE TRANSFER CASE

4WD vehicles require a system to 
transfer power from the transmission  
to all four wheels. 4Runner Trail has a 
lever-type transfer case that allows you  
to easily switch to low range to help 
clear the roughest challenges.

DIAL-TYPE TRANSFER CASE

With 4Runner’s available dial-type 
transfer case on SR5 and Limited,  
you can switch into low range for 
extreme low-speed off-road conditions 
with the turn of a dial. Taking on hard 
conditions is that easy.

Trail shown in Barcelona Red Metallic with available rigid running boards. 
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Capability

Nature is full of unexpected surprises, and only those who anticipate them are ready to endure them. 4Runner is built 
to conquer the toughest of these. Available Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS) allows each wheel to respond 
to the terrain separately. Crawl Control (CRAWL)3 assists the driver in determining an optimal combination of low speed 
and traction. Hill Start and Downhill Assist Control (HAC/DAC)4, 5 assist the driver with braking on uphill and rough downhill 
situations. Thanks to these, even the meanest obstacles are just another story to laugh over at the campfire.

Out here, lesser vehicles are an 
endangered species.

LOCKING REAR DIFFERENTIAL

To help you negotiate uncertain terrain, 4Runner Trail has an electronically  
controlled locking rear differential that distributes engine power evenly 
to both rear wheels, so they move at the same speed, even if one is off 
the ground. It also ensures a predictable output to help you maintain a 
controlled pace over obstacles.

MULTI-TERRAIN SELECT

Available Multi-terrain Select allows 
you to choose from four modes that 
will regulate wheelspin by adjusting 
the engine throttle setting and braking 
pressure to provide you with maximum 
traction on various off-road situations. 

CRAWL CONTROL

The available Kinetic Dynamic Suspension 
System (KDSS) and Crawl Control (CRAWL) 
are meant to help keep optimal traction, 
no matter how uneven the terrain is. KDSS 
automatically adjusts the suspension system 
for better wheel articulation, while Crawl 
Control automatically modulates the throttle 
and brakes on five low-speed settings.

Trail shown in Barcelona Red Metallic with available rigid running boards. Limited 4x4 shown in Blizzard Pearl6 with available automatic running boards.

See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.
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Technology

A rugged, yet intuitive, interior trim and panel shape give you total control of 4Runner. Traction, power, temperature, 
available navigation1 and a lot more are just a turn of a knob, touch on a screen or voice-command away. 

Take the reins, set the mood,  
choose a destination and charge on.

ENTUNE™ PREMIUM AUDIO WITH INTEGRATED NAVIGATION  
AND APP SUITE2 

No adventure is complete without proper navigation, music and connectivity. 
Available Entune™ Premium Audio with Integrated Navigation and App Suite 
brings everything together in one embedded system that includes features  
such as a 6.1-in. high-resolution touch-screen display and integrated  
backup camera7 display, Siri® Eyes Free,8 AM/FM CD player with MP3/WMA  
playback capability, eight speakers, SiriusXM All Access Radio9 with 3-month  
complimentary trial, auxiliary audio jack, USB port10 with iPod®11 connectivity 
and control, hands-free phone capability, phone book access, advanced 
voice recognition12 and music streaming13 via Bluetooth®14 wireless technology.

SMART KEY SYSTEM15 

Getting the trip started is as easy as 
clearing a muddy terrain in 4Runner. 
When you approach the Limited with  
the Smart Key in your pocket, the interior 
illuminates automatically, the doors  
and rear liftgate open with the touch  
of a handle and the engine starts with  
a push of a button. That easy.

15-SPEAKER JBL® SYSTEM

Every journey has an iconic playlist. Even 
when you’re back in the city, a song can 
take you back to the best moments of your 
trip. To ensure you don’t miss a note of 
your music’s soaring highs or thundering 
lows, the Limited boasts an amazing 15 
speakers, including a subwoofer. It also 
features music streaming via Bluetooth® 
wireless technology, SiriusXM Radio 
capability, CD and MP3/WMA capability, 
USB port and auxiliary audio jack.

Limited 4x4 interior shown in Redwood leather with Entune™ Premium JBL® Audio with Integrated Navigation and App Suite.

See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.
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Utility

Exploring the vast unknown requires a great amount of space for company or cargo. 4Runner’s roomy interior seats  
up to seven passengers and has plenty of features to keep everyone comfortable no matter how long the journey,  
like front and rear 12V power outlets for charging personal electronics, a variety of storage options, and available 
power-adjustable driver’s and front passenger seats.  

You’ve got freedom to roam.  
Outside and inside.

SLIDING REAR CARGO DECK 

Get quick access to your gear, or the cooler. The available sliding rear  
cargo deck can support up to 440 lbs.16 and slides for an easy reach to  
your gear, or a quick setup before heading to the great outdoors.

POWER REAR GLASS

Grab anything from the cargo area in a 
snap. Instead of opening the rear liftgate 
every time you need something, just 
lower the power rear glass with a push  
of a button or insert the key in the rear 
hatch and grab it.

40/20/40 FOLD-FLAT  
SECOND-ROW SEAT

Every adventure has its own demands. 
4Runner’s split and fold-flat versatility 
lets you make room for everything you 
need by folding one or both seats down 
to accommodate up to 88 cubic feet of 
cargo.16 When not folded flat, the seatbacks 
recline for added passenger comfort.

Trail shown in Barcelona Red Metallic with available rigid running boards and available sliding rear cargo deck. 
Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.

See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.
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Safety

While your many adventures have earned you a bold reputation, you’re not a danger seeker. Neither are we.  
That’s why we’ve equipped 4Runner with an array of active and passive safety features. The standard Star Safety 
System™ is designed to help you avoid trouble. Our rigorous crash testing has helped us develop a comprehensive  
occupant protection system that features eight standard airbags,17 should trouble prove unavoidable.

The peace of mind you need  
to enjoy the peace of nature.

INTEGRATED BACKUP CAMERA7 DISPLAY 

When backing up, the area visible to the camera is displayed on the 
touch-screen display. 4Runner’s available front and rear parking assist 
sonar beeps to tell you how close the bumpers are from an object.  
The faster it beeps, the closer it is.

TIRE PRESSURE MONITOR SYSTEM19

Proper tire pressure is important not only 
for good handling and fuel economy, 
but for your safety. 4Runner’s standard 
Tire Pressure Monitor System (TPMS) 
evaluates the pressure of the tires and 
issues a warning if the pressure becomes 
critically low.

DRIVER AND FRONT PASSENGER 
ACTIVE HEADRESTS20 

Designed to optimize headrest position 
during certain types of rear-end collisions, 
driver and front passenger active headrests 
move slightly up and forward, helping to 
reduce neck injuries.

8airbags

A driver and front passenger Advanced Airbag System, driver and front 
passenger TAP (Thorax, Abdomen, Pelvis) front seat-mounted side airbags, 
driver and front passenger knee airbags and all-row (third-row airbags on 
models so equipped) Roll-sensing Side Curtain Airbags (RSCA) with cutoff 
switch.18 It’s all part of a system designed to help keep you safe.

Limited 4x4 shown in Blizzard Pearl6 with available automatic running boards.

See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.
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TRD 
PRO
Series

Toyota Racing Development (TRD) has been dedicated to helping enthusiasts get more performance, and more 
fun, from their Toyotas since 1979. We’ve helped power everything from 200-mph race cars to Pikes Peak 
record holders, and we’re bringing this know-how to our toughest SUV yet — the 4Runner TRD Pro Series. 
More than a mere sticker package, this SUV features a heavy-duty off-road TRD Bilstein® suspension, unique 
TRD wheels wrapped in dirt-clawing tires and a ¼-in. skid plate to help armor this truck against nature’s 
harshest elements. A unique front fascia and special badging help the 4Runner TRD Pro Series stand out 
wherever it is, whether it’s your local trail or the top of a volcano. It’s time to go play in the mud. Let’s get dirty! 

TRD PRO shown in Super White.21

See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.
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ROCK

DIRT
SAND

CRAWL

DUNES
RULE
IT ALL

4RUNNER

TRD PRO
built to dominate

TRD PRO SERIES ALLOY WHEELS

Exclusive TRD 17-in. matte-black alloy wheels22 help  
4Runner TRD Pro stand out on the streets and in  
the wild. These come wrapped in 31.5-in. Nitto Terra  
Grappler all-terrain tires for more on-road comfort  
and enhanced off-road traction.

TRD PRO SERIES SKID PLATE

A unique TRD Pro skid plate comes standard on  
4Runner TRD Pro. Constructed from ¼-in.-thick  
aluminum, this piece helps protect crucial mechanical  
components underneath the front end, so you can  
go even farther beyond the map.

TRD-TUNED BILSTEIN® SHOCKS AND SPRINGS

Take your adventures to the next level. 4Runner TRD Pro’s suspension features  
oversize TRD Bilstein® high-performance shocks — with remote reservoirs on the  
rear shocks — and TRD-tuned springs to help carry you over unforgiving terrain.

TRD PRO shown in Super White.21

See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.
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Top Features 

• Downhill Assist Control (DAC)5 (4x4 models only)

• Backup camera7 with projected path

• Hill Start Assist Control (HAC)4

Standard Features

• Integrated fog lights

• Projector-beam headlights with smoked trim

•  Skid plates — on engine/front suspension, fuel tank and transfer case (transfer case  
on 4x4 models only)

• 17-in. 6-spoke alloy wheels with P265/70R17 tires

•  Leather-trimmed tilt/telescopic steering wheel with audio and Bluetooth®14 hands-free  
phone and voice command

•  Fabric-trimmed front seats; 8-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with power lumbar  
support; 4-way adjustable front passenger seat

•  Fabric-trimmed 40/20/40 split reclining and fold-flat second-row seat

•  Entune™ Audio Plus with Connected Navigation App:2 6.1-in. high-resolution touch-screen  
display, Scout® GPS Link App,2 Siri® Eyes Free,8 SiriusXM All Access Radio,9 integrated 
backup camera7 and HD Radio™23

Premium Grade Adds

• Heated power outside mirrors with turn signal indicators

• Power tilt/slide moonroof with sunshade

•  SofTex®-trimmed heated front seats; 8-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with power  
lumbar support; 4-way power-adjustable front passenger seat

•  SofTex®-trimmed 40/20/40 split reclining and fold-flat second-row seat

•  Entune™ Premium Audio with Integrated Navigation1 and App Suite,2 and 6.1-in.  
high-resolution touch-screen display (standard on SR5 Premium, available on SR5) 

Options

• Rigid running boards

•  50/50 split fold-flat third-row seat and sliding second row with passenger-side one-touch 
access to third row

•  Sliding rear cargo deck with under-floor storage box (not available with third row)

Top Features

• Downhill Assist Control (DAC)5

•  Overhead console with Multi-terrain Select and Crawl Control (CRAWL)3 switches 

• Locking rear differential

Standard Feature

• 17-in. 7-spoke alloy wheels with P265/70R17 tires

Premium Grade Adds

• Heated power outside mirrors with turn signal indicators

• Power tilt/slide moonroof with sunshade

•  SofTex®-trimmed heated front seats; 8-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with power  
lumbar support; 4-way power-adjustable front passenger seat

•  SofTex®-trimmed 40/20/40 split reclining and fold-flat second-row seat

•  Entune™ Premium Audio with Integrated Navigation1 and App Suite,2 and 6.1-in.  
high-resolution touch-screen display (available option for Trail)

Options

• Rigid running boards

• Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS)

•  Sliding rear cargo deck with under-floor storage box

Top Features

• Downhill Assist Control (DAC)5 (4x4 models only)

• Front and rear parking assist sonar

•  Smart Key System15 with Push Button Start and remote illuminated entry

• X-REAS Sport Enhancement Suspension

Standard Features

• 20-in. split 6-spoke alloy wheels with P245/60R20 tires

• Power tilt/slide moonroof with sunshade

• Heated power outside mirrors with turn signal indicators

•  Perforated leather-trimmed heated and ventilated front seats; 8-way power-adjustable 
driver’s seat with memory function and power lumbar support; 4-way power-adjustable  
front passenger seat

•  Entune™ Premium JBL® Audio with Integrated Navigation1 and App Suite,2 and 6.1-in.  
high-resolution touch-screen display

•  Dual zone automatic climate control with air filter and second-row vents

Options

• Automatic running boards

•  Leather-trimmed 50/50 split fold-flat third-row seat and sliding second row with  
passenger-side one-touch access to third row

•  Sliding rear cargo deck with under-floor storage box (not available with third row)

4Runner Models

Trail and Trail Premium
Adds to or replaces features offered on SR5 and SR5 Premium

Limited
Adds to or replaces features offered on Trail and Trail Premium

TRD Pro
Adds to or replaces features offered on Trail and Trail Premium

SR5 and SR5 Premium

Top Features

• Downhill Assist Control (DAC)5

•  Overhead console with Multi-terrain Select and Crawl Control (CRAWL)3 switches

• TRD Bilstein® high-performance shocks with rear remote reservoirs

• TRD-tuned front springs

• Locking rear differential

Standard Features

• TRD-stamped aluminum front skid plate

• TRD 17-in. matte-black alloy wheels22 with P265/70R17 A/T tires

• Black “TRD PRO” external hard badges

• Unique “TOYOTA” front grille

• Auto on/off headlight feature

•  SofTex®-trimmed heated front seats; 8-way power-adjustable driver’s seat with  
power lumbar support; 4-way power-adjustable front passenger seat

•  SofTex®-trimmed 40/20/40 split reclining and fold-flat second-row seat

•  Entune™ Premium Audio with Integrated Navigation1 and App Suite,2 and 6.1-in.  
high-resolution touch-screen display

• “TRD PRO” floor mats24

• TRD shift knob 

• HomeLink®25 universal transceiver

Options

•  Rigid running boards

•  Sliding rear cargo deck with under-floor storage box

For additional information on TRD Pro, please visit toyota.com/4runner

See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.
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Color/Trim/Wheels* Color Combination Chart

Color

TRD Pro

Midnight Black Metallic

Quicksand27

Magnetic Gray Metallic

Super White21

Nautical Blue Metallic

Magnetic Gray Metallic28

Classic Silver Metallic

Barcelona Red Metallic

Super White21

Blizzard Pearl6, 26

Trim

SR5 fabric shown in  
Sand Beige

Also available in

Also available in

Also available in

Graphite

Graphite

SR5 SofTex® shown in 
Sand Beige

Trail fabric shown in Black

Limited leather shown in 
Redwood

Trail/TRD Pro SofTex®  
shown in Black

Sand Beige Black

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

•

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

•

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

SOFTEX®

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

SOFTEX®

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

SOFTEX®

•

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

SOFTEX®

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

SOFTEX®

•

GRAPHITE
SAND BEIGE

SOFTEX®

BLACK

BLACK

BLACK

•

BLACK

BLACK

•

BLACK

BLACK
SOFTEX® •

BLACK 
REDWOOD

SAND BEIGE

BLACK
SOFTEX® •

BLACK 
REDWOOD

SAND BEIGE

BLACK
SOFTEX® • BLACK 

SAND BEIGE

• BLACK
SOFTEX® •

BLACK
SOFTEX®

BLACK
SOFTEX®

BLACK 
REDWOOD

SAND BEIGE

BLACK
SOFTEX® •

BLACK 
REDWOOD

SAND BEIGE

• •
BLACK 

REDWOOD
SAND BEIGE

BLACK
SOFTEX®

BLACK
SOFTEX® •

SR5 SR5 PREMIUM TRAIL TRAIL PREMIUM TRD PRO LIMITEDCOLOR SELECTOR

SR5 17-in. 6-spoke  
alloy wheels

Trail 17-in. 7-spoke  
 alloy wheels

Limited 20-in. split 
6-spoke alloy wheels

TRD Pro 17-in. matte-black 
alloy wheels22

• = Not available

Wheels

MIDNIGHT BLACK METALLIC

NAUTICAL BLUE METALLIC

BARCELONA RED METALLIC

QUICKSAND27

MAGNETIC GRAY METALLIC28

CLASSIC SILVER METALLIC

BLIZZARD PEARL6, 26

SUPER WHITE21

*Not all colors and trims available on all model grades. See dealer for details. See numbered footnotes in Disclosures section.
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Alloy wheel locks
All-weather floor mats24

Ashtray cup
Ball mount29

Cargo cover16

Cargo divider
Cargo net — envelope16

Cargo net — spider16

Cargo tote16

Cargo tray16

Carpet cargo mat16

Carpet floor mats24

Door edge guards
Emergency assistance kit
Exhaust tip
First aid kit
Front skid plate
Hood protector

Mudguards
Paint protection film30

Remote Engine Starter31

Roof rack cross bars
Running boards
Toyota Key Finder32

Trailer ball29

TRD 17-in. matte-black alloy wheels22

TRD 17-in. matte-gray alloy wheels22

TRD oil cap
TRD Performance air filter
TRD Performance brake pads
TRD Performance oil filter
TRD radiator cap
TRD shift knob
TRD-stamped aluminum front skid plate

Accessories

You own it, now it’s time to make it yours. We can help outfit your 4Runner for almost any adventure with roof rack cross bars, a cargo tray  
or a cargo net.16 Need extra style? We’ve got you covered with TRD 17-in. matte-gray alloy wheels,22 an exhaust tip and a TRD oil cap. You can  
even add all-weather floor mats24 to help keep things clean. For a complete list of accessories, go to toyota.com/4runner. 

Running boards

TRD 17-in. matte-gray alloy wheels22

Ball mount29/trailer ball29

Sold separately.

Exhaust tip

Cargo tray16

Roof rack cross bars

All-weather floor mats24

Carpet cargo mat16

Toyota 4Runner is designed to meet most off-road driving requirements. Abusive use may result in bodily harm or damage. 
Toyota encourages responsible operation to protect you, your vehicle and the environment. Seatbelts should be worn at all 
times. Please do not allow passengers to ride in the cargo area. Towing hitch receivers/ball mount kits are not intended to 
provide crash protection. 
For details on vehicle specifications, standard features and available equipment in your area, contact your Toyota dealer. A 
vehicle with particular equipment may not be available at the dealership. Ask your Toyota dealer to help locate a specifically 
equipped vehicle.

All information presented herein is based on data  
available at the time of printing, is subject to change  
without notice and pertains specifically to mainland  
U.S.A. vehicles only. Prototypes shown.  
Actual production vehicles may vary.

TOYOTA FINANCIAL SERVICES

Toyota helps you get more out of every dollar you spend. By rewarding you for every purchase 
you make, the Toyota Rewards Visa® adds even more value to doing the things you love.
Turn everything you buy into points to redeem toward parts, accessories or an eligible vehicle  
purchase or lease at your Toyota dealer. Earn 5 points for every $1 spent at participating 
Toyota dealers and 1 point for every $1 spent everywhere else Visa is accepted.*

Visit www.toyotarewardsvisa.com for complete details.
Toyota Financial Services (TFS)† is a leading provider of automotive financial services, offering an extensive line 
of financing plans along with a variety of vehicle and payment protection products to Toyota customers and 
dealers in the U.S. For more information on TFS products and services, visit www.toyotafinancial.com

* On approved credit. You must have a valid permanent home address in the 50 United States or the District of Columbia. Terms,  
conditions and restrictions apply and are fully described in the Toyota Rewards Visa Cardmember Agreement and the Toyota Rewards  
Program Terms and Conditions received with your card. Points earned are based on net purchases. Points-earning maximums 
apply and points will expire as described in the Rewards Terms and Conditions. Redemption only available at participating Toyota 
dealerships in the continental U.S. and Alaska. Points cannot be redeemed for cash. Please contact your participating Toyota dealer  
for information regarding restrictions your dealer may impose on the use of credit cards related to vehicle purchases or leases.  
The creditor and issuer of the Toyota Rewards Visa is Toyota Financial Savings Bank. Toyota Financial Services is a service mark 
used by Toyota Financial Savings Bank.

† Toyota Financial Services is a service mark for Toyota Motor Credit Corporation and Toyota Motor Insurance Services, Inc.

Toyota Rewards Visa®

WARRANTIES

Every Toyota Car, Truck and SUV is built to exceptional standards. And that’s not idle boasting. We back it up 
with these Limited Warranty Coverages:
Basic: 36 months/36,000 miles (all components other than normal wear and maintenance items). 
Powertrain: 60 months/60,000 miles (engine, transmission/transaxle, drive system, seatbelts and airbags). 
Rust-Through: 60 months/unlimited miles (corrosion perforation of sheet metal). 
Emissions: Coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. Refer to applicable Warranty and  
Maintenance Guide for details. 
Accessories: For Genuine Toyota Accessories purchased at the time of the new vehicle purchase, the Toyota 
Accessory Warranty coverage is in effect for 36 months/36,000 miles from the vehicle’s in-service date, which  
is the same coverage as the Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. 

For Genuine Toyota Accessories purchased after the new vehicle purchase the coverage is 12 months,  
regardless of mileage, from the date the accessory was installed on the vehicle, or the remainder of any  
applicable new vehicle warranty, whichever provides greater coverage, with the exception of car covers. Car 
covers are warranted for 12 months from the date of purchase and do not assume any coverage under the 
Toyota New Vehicle Limited Warranty. 
You may be eligible for transportation assistance if it’s necessary that your vehicle be kept overnight for repairs 
covered under warranty. Please see your authorized Toyota dealership for further details. 
For complete details about Toyota’s warranties, please visit www.toyota.com, refer to the applicable Warranty 
and Maintenance Guide or see your Toyota dealer.

CARS BUILT FOR THE WAY YOU LIVE 
At Toyota, we build cars for how you live. From building advanced safety features designed to help prevent crashes to driving cross-country to understand how we can make your driving experience better, 
our work starts with understanding your needs. Building cars for how you live also means thinking about tomorrow — from fuel efficiency and environmental innovations, to things beyond cars, like a bicycle 
that you can control with your mind. And because what we learn building cars can help improve lives in other places, we do things like help communities rebuild their homes quickly after a disaster and 
work with soup kitchens to help them serve more people faster. Toyota. Built for how you live. Together we are going places.

FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY

Toyota encourages their partners to embrace environmentally responsible business practices. Toyota brochures use paper from well-managed forests, as certified by FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) chain-of-custody 
guidelines. The electricity used to manufacture this paper was generated by the paper mill’s own Green-e® certified renewable energy sources. Wind-powered electricity was used to print some brochures through purchased 
REC (renewable energy credits), also Green-e® certified.

DISCLOSURES

1. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Availability and accuracy of the information provided by the navigation system is dependent upon many factors. Use common sense when relying on information provided. 
Services and programming subject to change. Services not available in every city or roadway; updates may be available at an additional cost from your dealer. See your Navigation System Owner’s Manual for details. 2. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain 
awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Apps/services vary by phone/carrier; functionality depends on many factors. Select apps use large amounts of data; you are responsible for charges. Apps and services subject to change. See toyota.com/entune for 
details. 3. Crawl Control is designed for driving difficult terrain at low speeds. It assists the driver by controlling acceleration and braking, allowing the driver to focus on steering. Toyota 4Runner is designed to meet most off-road driving requirements, but off-roading is 
inherently dangerous. Abusive use may result in bodily harm or vehicle damage. Toyota encourages responsible operation to protect you, your vehicle and the environment. Seatbelts should be worn at all times. 4. HAC is designed to help minimize backward rolling on 
steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and practices. Factors including grade, surface conditions and driver input can all affect whether HAC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. See Owner’s Manual for details. 5. DAC is designed to help 
the driver maintain vehicle control and speed on steep, downhill descents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and practices. Factors including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can all affect whether DAC will be effective in preventing a loss 
of control. Please see your Owner’s Manual for further details. 6. Extra-cost color. 7. The backup camera does not provide a comprehensive view of the rear area of the vehicle. You should also look around outside your vehicle and use your mirrors to confirm rearward 
clearance. Cold weather will limit effectiveness and view may become cloudy. 8. Always drive safely, obey traffic laws and focus on the road while driving. Siri® is available only on iPhone® 4S or later, iPad® with Retina® display, iPad mini™, and iPod touch® (5th generation) 
and requires Internet access. Siri® is not available in all languages or all areas, and features vary by area. Some Siri® functionality and commands are not accessible in the vehicle. Data charges may apply. See apple.com and phone carrier for details. 9. SiriusXM services 
require a subscription after 3-month trial period. Subscriptions governed by SiriusXM Customer Agreement available at www.siriusxm.com. If you decide to continue your SiriusXM service at the end of your complimentary trial, the plan you choose will 
automatically renew and bill at then-current rates until you call 1-866-635-2349 to cancel. Fees and programming subject to change. Available only to those at least 18 years of age in the 48 contiguous United States and D.C. 10. May not be compatible with all mobile 
phones, MP3/WMA players and like models. 11. iPod® and iPhone® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. All rights reserved. 12. Advanced voice recognition capabilities vary by head unit. 13. Apps/services vary by phone/carrier; functionality depends on many factors. 
Select apps use large amounts of data; you are responsible for charges. Apps and services subject to change. See toyota.com/entune for details. 14. Concentrating on the road should always be your first priority while driving. Do not use the hands-free phone system if it 
will distract you. The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are registered trademarks owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Toyota is under license. A compatible Bluetooth®-enabled phone must first be paired. Phone performance depends on software, 
coverage and carrier. 15. The Smart Key System may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators. If you have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should deactivate this system. 16. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight 
and distribution. 17. All the airbag (AB) systems are Supplemental Restraint Systems. All ABs (if installed) are designed to inflate only under certain conditions and in certain types of severe collisions: frontal and knee ABs typically inflate in frontal collisions; side and side 
curtain ABs in side collisions; Roll-Sensing Curtain ABs at a severe tilt degree, roll or lateral G-force. In all other accidents, the ABs will not inflate. To decrease the risk of injury from an inflating AB, always wear seatbelts, sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as 
possible and do not lean against the door. Do not put objects in front of an AB or around the seatback. Do not use a rearward-facing child seat in any front passenger seat. The force of an inflating AB may cause serious injury or death. See your Owner’s Manual for further 
information/warnings. 18. Do not use rearward-facing child seats in any front passenger seat without switching off the passenger-side airbag. Please see your Owner’s Manual for details. 19. The Toyota Tire Pressure Monitor alerts the driver when tire pressure is critically 
low. For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be checked regularly with a gauge; do not rely solely on the monitor system. See your Owner’s Manual for details. 20. Active front headrests can help reduce the extent of whiplash in certain types of rear-end 
collisions. 21. Not available on Limited. 22. 17-in. off-road performance tires are often expected to experience greater tire wear than conventional tires. Tire life may be substantially less than mileage expectancy, depending upon tires used and driving conditions. 23. Be 
sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. HD Radio™ Technology manufactured under license from iBiquity Digital Corporation U.S. and Foreign Patents. HD Radio™ and the HD, HD Radio, and “Arc” logos are 
proprietary trademarks of iBiquity Digital Corp. 24. This floor mat was designed specifically for use in your model and model year vehicle and SHOULD NOT be used in any other vehicle. To avoid potential interference with pedal operation, each mat must be secured with 
retention hooks/clips. Do not install a floor mat on top on of an existing floor mat. 25. HomeLink® and the HomeLink® house icon are registered trademarks of Gentex Corporation. 26. Not available on SR5 and Trail. 27. Available only on TRD Pro. 28. Availability subject 
to change. 29. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner’s Manual. The maximum 
you can tow depends on base curb weight plus the total weight of any cargo, occupants, and added vehicle equipment. “Added vehicle equipment” includes additional standard/optional equipment and accessories added by the manufacturer, dealers, and/or vehicle 
owners. The only way to be certain of your vehicle’s exact curb weight is to weigh your vehicle without passengers or cargo. 30. The Toyota Genuine Accessory Warranty will only apply when the installation is performed by a trained Toyota-approved installer. Please see 
dealer for details. 31. Available only for vehicles equipped with factory remote keyless entry and Smart Key. 32. Structures may interfere with signal. Compatible with all Apple® products using iOS 5.0 or later. Requires free app download. See Owner’s Manual for details.


